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	untitled1: Based on the podcast E21:  Embracing transition with women’s career expert Jess Galica
	untitled2: able to promote my achievements and my team's achievements, without being penalized for bragging. I want to make my value visible in a way that feels authentic. I want my achievements to receive recognition so that I am equally rewarded and promoted as others who are more comfortable self promoting.
	untitled3: Decide on 3 self promotion strategies that I am going to adopt and employ regularly. Examples include, sharing an achievement log with my manager, forwarding recognition emails to management, developing a lessons learned and best practice presentation, hosting a success celebration event and inviting management to attend.
	untitled4: Within a month I will have tried 5 different strategies and decided on the 3 that I will continue to pursue regularly. I will also speak to my manager within the next week and ask what are the best ways to share team achievements so that they are anticipating renewed efforts in this area.
	untitled5: I will start to frame team achievements and hang them in my office. I will post best practice guides on LinkedIn or the company slack channel. I will write achievements weekly in my calendar. I will forward emails as they arise.
	untitled6: I will be discussing team achievements actively with my team and my manager to get buy in for increased celebration and promotion. I will propose achievement logging as a more fair process for our team promotion process and ask this to be considered company wide after our demonstration project.
	untitled7: These should just be brief efforts that become routine. 
	untitled8: At least once a week think about how have I recognized my own or my team's achievements? Celebrating small successes that are successful processes rather than outcomes (see E3 Rachel Cook).
	untitled9: I would plan a 3 month pilot of these efforts. Review at that point, discussing format, benefits and impact and then create a plan for the next 3 months. Thinking of achievements you want to celebrate will also help with buy in to the efforts to achieve those milestones, both personally and from the team. Efforts that are recognized lead to more fulfillment.
	untitled10: Given likely barriers to this effort, you are going to need positive reminders regularly and in multiple locations. Stickies on the mirror, like you are worth celebrating, you deserve recognition might help. Calendar reminders for logs, reviews, or celebrations will help. As more team members buy in, you can ask them to keep the efforts alive by recording achievements visually etc.
	untitled11: You will celebrate your team but no one will recognize you. You will feel resentment that others achievements are recognized and yours are not. You will not feel comfortable discussing your achievements with your manager. You will experience disapproval for your self promotion efforts.
	untitled12: You will need to have a strong accountability partner, given the internal resistance you may face. You need to be clear about the specific goals you are setting for this activity and sharing those with a trusted friend, coach, partner. 
	untitled13: Weekly logging of achievements, or at least monthly, is key to this activity. Without recognizing your own achievements it will be challenging to share them with anyone else. If the least you do in this whole activity is track your achievements and decide what are important successes for you this will be progress in the right direction.
	untitled14: The whole purpose of this exercise is to self promote to ensure fair promotion. It will be very important to receive reward for your efforts. This is why if you promote your team member's achievements, but yours are overlooked you might feel resentment. Logging your achievements will help you feel some sense of accomplishment. But you will need to specify the rewards and recognition you expect.
	untitled15: Regular logging of all achievements equally will ensure that everyone is acknowledged. Partnering team members to provide positive feedback to each other can help individuals see more clearly what they bring, including having your own strengths reflected back to you. Making recognition expectations clear to yourself and your manager will help your needs be met. Practicing different strategies will help you discover which work for you and you are comfortable with but you will need to keep pushing that discomfort.
	untitled16: Because the activities here are not necessarily time consuming, practical support is less needed. The biggest support you will need is from a cheerleader who believes in you. Often that is not ourselves. This would be a great new skill to discuss and learn from a coach like Jess Galica or others featured on the podcast to keep you on track and confident and to help you face your fears.
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